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1. Let G be a locally compact connected group, and let A (G) be the group

of all continuous automorphisms of G. We shall introduce a natural topology

into A{G) as previously ^ (i.e. the topology of uniform convergence in the wider

sense.) When the component of the identity of A{G) coincides with the group

of inner automorphisms, we shall call G complete. The purpose of this note is

to prove the following theorem and give some applications of it.

THEOREM 1. Let G be a locally connected complete group with compact center

Z, and let H be a locally compact group. If ψ is a continuous isomorphism wihch

maps G into H, then φ is necessarily an open mapping and ψ{G) is closed in H.

This theorem and the applications in § 2 form extensions, with a simplified

way, of propositions which were previously shown by one of the authors.25

First we shall prove the following

LEMMA. Lei G be a locally compact connected and locally connected group

and H a locally compact group. If ψ is a continuous isomorphism which maps

G on an everywhere dense subgroup in H, then ψ(G) is an invariant subgroup

of H.

Proof. In this proof Z7's and V's denote neighbourhoods of the identities

of G and of H, respectively, whose closures are compact. Let us take an element

hoi H and an arbitrary neighbourhood Vi. For the boundary B of a neighbour-

hood U\ there exists V2 so that <p (B) π V2 = Φ, where φ means the empty set

Now we can find V3 and U2 such that for all k&hVl9 k~ιVJt c V2 and <ρ{U2)

c V8. For an arbitrary element g of ψ-^hVi n <f(G)) we have <f{g"ιUig) c Vs,

and accordingly ψ(g"ιU :g) n tp(B) = φ, that is g~ιU«g n B = φ.

Let C be the connected component of U2 containing the identity. Then

g~ιCg n B = φ implies g~ιCg c Uι c U\, where ϋι is the closure of U}. Thus

ψ(g)'1ψ(C)(p(g) aφiϋi) implies
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J ) See e.g. K. Nomizu and M. Goto, "On the group of automorphisms of a topological

group," forthcoming in Tόhoku Math. Journ.
2> See M. Goto, " Faithful representations of Lie groups I," Mathematica Japonicae, Vol.

1, No. 3, (1949). Referred to as F.R.
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(*) h->φ(C)h

On the other hand C generates G because C is open, and we obtain

h'ιφ{G)h c φ(G),

which proves our lemma.

Remark. When G is arcwise connected, we have an analoguous lemma by

a similar argument as above. In this case we have only to pay attention to

the fact that G is generated by the arcwise connected component of the identity

in a neighbourhood.

Proof of the theorem. It is sufficient to prove the theorem for the case when

<p (G) is everywhere dense in H. According to the above lemma ψ(G) is inva-

riant in H. Let h be an element of H. Let us consider the automorphism an

of G defined by σπ(x) = φ'ι{h'ιψ{x)h) for # e G . The continuity of σπ(x) in

x and h follows from (*) in the proof of the lemma because C is a neighbour-

hood of the identity. So the connectedness of H implies that βh is an inner

automorphism of G because G is complete. That is, for a suitable ^ ε G , ajt{x)

= g~*xg, and by operating φ on each side we have hrιφ(x)h = ψ(g)'mlφ(x)ψ(g) 9

whence (hφ(g)"1)φ(x) = <p(x) {h<p(g)~ι) for every Λ E G , Next let A be the cent-

ralizer of φ{G) in H: A = {y; x*y =.>>#*; for all A Γ * G ^ ( G ) } , which is clearly

a closed invariant subgroup.

Then from the above fact it is easy to see that

Now by the assumption the center Z of G is compact and ψ(Z), which coincides

with the intersection of φ(G) and A, is also compact Thus we have algebrai-

cally
H/ψ(Z) = ψ(G)/φ(Z) X A/ψ(Z) ,

where x means the direct product of groups. On the other hand the topological

product group
Z = G/Zx A/ψ(Z)

can be covered by countable compact sets since A is a subgroup of a connected

group H. Hence the continuous isomorphism from L onto H/φ(Z) obtained by

extending the mapping ψ and the identity mapping of A/φ(Z), is necessarily

open. Therefore ψ(G)/ψ(Z) is* closed in H/φ(Z), whence ψ{G) is closed in H\

this completes the proof.

2. Applications to (L)-groups.^

For the definitions and the structures of (L)-groups, see K. Iwasawa, "On some types
of topological groups," Ann. of Math., Vol. 50 (1949).
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'»\ . < > \\ '"/ I.* I C U a connected semi-simple {ϊS) groιφ6) iviίh compact

cenlί'i* '. ':C'i '•;;»' cc;Ki>\:υu$ homomorphism of C into a locally compact group

is open,

Proof. We can readily prove that any factor group of G is complete and

locally connected and has compact center.

THEoκEM 3.6) Lei G be a connected {L)~ group, mid G ~~ SR a " Leυi decom-

position^ of G; R is the radicalv of G, and S Is a continuous isomorphic image

of a connected semi-simple (L)-grnup S\?] Assume thai the center of S is com-

pact, Lei ψ be a continuous isomorphism -which maps G into a locally compact

group H. Then ψ(G) is closed if <f{R) is closed in H {and conversely,)

Remark It is to be noticed that the center of S} is also compact because

of the connectedness of S J ? and hence ψ(S) is closed in H by Theorem 2.

Proof Let ψ'(G) be the closure of <f(G). The fact that G is locally a direct

product of a closed local Lie group and a compact groupTj) readily implies that

ψ(G) is invariant in <f (G). Hence <f(R) is also an invariant subgroup of ψ(G).

Now in the factor group <p(G)/<p(F), the subgroup <f{G)/e{R) = <p(S)<f(R)/<p(R)

satisfies the assumptions in Theorem 2. Hence ψ(G)/<f(R) is closed in

ψ(G)/φ{R), i.e. <ρ{G) is closed in H.
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4> See F. Ro Lemma 4.
5 1 For the definitions etc. of semi-simple (L)-groups, see M .Goto: "Linear representations

of topological groiips," forthcoming in Proc. Amer, Math, Soc.
β> See F. R. Theorem 2β

7 ) A locally compact group G contains the uniquely determined maximal connected sol-

vable invariant subgroup R, which is closed in G. Following Iwasawa loc. cit., we shall

cal l R t h e radical of G.
8 ) On decompositions of (L)-grouρs as such, see Yβ Matsushima, "On the decomposition

of an (L)-group," forthcoming in Journ. of Math, Soc. Japan.

*) See Iwasawa, loc. cit.
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